April 2022
Meeting Info

Club Challenge

Our next meeting is on May 11th.

This year, we will have 2 challenges per month.
The challenge for the May meeting is to turn
something out of a tree crotch or anything
colored.

Buz Taysom will revisit his resin bowl
turning technique and followed by how he
finishes the bowls.

Bring your challenge pieces for an entry in the
monthly and yearly drawings.

Treasurer’s Report
Monthly Revenue: 60.50 ($60.00 from Annual Dues and $.50 from interest)
March Expenses: $0.00
Current Balance: $5229.49
Remember to place your Amazon orders through https://smile.amazon.com It’s FREE. Select
Portneuf Valley Woodturners Association Inc. as your charity. We received $55.00 for the first
quarter of 2022. Thanks, that puts us on a trajectory to exceed our 2021 earnings
2022 Membership Dues
We will be accepting Membership Dues for 2022 at the next meeting. Dues are $30/year.

President’s Message
Greetings fellow PVWA members and friends! A huge thank you to Jason Geiser for a well presented
demo at our last meeting. I hope all members who won one of Jason’s kits will bring their finished tool to a
future meeting for show and tell. I look forward to a demo by Buz Taysom in our May meeting. Buz does
some beautiful work in a style that not many of us participate in. I’m looking forward to Buz providing
information and instruction on his unique and beautiful work. Others of you who have not done a demo, or
have but not recently, I challenge you to think of an aspect of woodturning that you’d like to explore, then
give it a try, and dedicate some time, then report back. Perhaps through a demo. Please let one of the board
members know when you’d like to.
Maybe one of you are acquainted with a physical therapist, or occupational therapist or other health
professional who would be willing to come so speak on best posture, reach, and other ergonomic factors that
we all deal with. I’d like to continue this hobby as long as I can physically, and I’m sure we could all use some
tips or reminders on how to ensure that we all can continue as long as we wish.
Keep smiling, keep turning, and see you at the next meeting!
Kelly Crompton

Demonstration
Jason Geiser did a demonstration on how to make a tool handle and described the versatile uses of a point
tool. Unfortunately, I lost my photos of the demo, so you will have to wait for the video to be posted. Jason is
an excellent teacher and presenter. I encourage you to visit his website: https://www.geiserwoodturner.com,
with links to all of his social media, great turning tutorials. It’s impressive!
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